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The helicopter symbolize(s) the victory of ingenuity over common sense.” -Lyn Montross and Ray Prouty—
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On 20 September, 1951 the first helicopterborne landing of combat troops in world military
history took place in Operation Summit. Despite
dense fog, Marine Transport Squadron HMR161’s Sikorsky HRS-1 helicopters lifted 224 fully
equipped Marines of the First Marine Division
Reconnaissance Company and supporting elements to the objective -- Hill 884 near the
“Punchbowl” in Korea. The HRS-1's also transported 17,772 pounds of cargo in support of Operation Summit. The entire operation consisted of
65 flights, 31.2 flight hours, and took a total of
(The complete story)
four hours overall.

*Marine Helicopter Transport Squadron HMR-161, 1st MAW
*Reconnaissance Company, Headquarters Battalion, 1st Marine Division
*1st Shore Party Battalion, 1st Marine Division
*Heavy Machinegun Platoon, 2nd Battalion, 7th Marine Regiment
*Detachment 1st ANGLICO (TAD to 1st Signal Battalion)
*Forward Artillery Observer Team , 1st Battalion, 11th Marine Regiment

On 18 September, 1951 Major General Gerald
C. Thomas, Commanding General of the First Marine Division, received orders from U. S. Army X
Corps directing him to extend the X Corps boundary eastward. The newly assigned areas of responsibility were then occupied partly by the 11th Regiment of the Republic of Korea Corps. The Korean
troops were situated atop Hill 884 which they had
recently gained at great cost.
Hill 884 was a rock-strewn razorback strategically important because it overlooked surrounding
enemy held territory. The area surrounding Hill
884 was roadless for miles and impassible to vehicular traffic. The Koreans had depended upon civilian laborers to make15 hour treks on foot carrying water, supplies and ammunition upon their
backs.
Conventional military wisdom at the time
would have dispatched Marines on foot to relieve
the jaded Koreans. But General Smith had recently
been given a new and revolutionary tool….the helicopter. He had been using the new Helicopter
Transport Squadron (HMR-161) to deliver cargo
and to evacuate wounded. Hitherto the copters
had not been employed to deliver troops into a
combat position.
By nightfall on the 18th, Major General Thomas had decided to deploy the Division Reconnaissance Company, reinforced by a heavy machine
gun platoon from the 2nd Battalion of the 7th Marine Regiment, to begin the extension the Divisions
boundary. The Company would also have an attached forward artillery observer team from the 1st
Battalion, 11th Marines and a Naval Gunfire team
from the 1st Air Naval Gunfire Liason Company
(ANGLICO) who were TAD with the 1st Signal Battalion. General Thomas instructed his Operations
Officer (G-3), Colonel Bruce T Hemphill to issue a
secret order to Major Ephraim Kirby-Smith, Reconnaissance Company Commanding, to effect the
relief by helicopter. At the same time a liason was
established between Major Ephraim Kirby-Smith
and Lt. Colonel George W. Herring and his executive officer Lt. Colonel Wiliam P. Mitchell of HMR161. The planning also relied heavily upon 1stLt.
William Reavis and 1stLt. John J. Fername of the
1st Shore Party Battalion.

LtCol. Herring served during World War II as a Commanding
Officer of the 1st Marine Raider Battalionin 1943
A detail from the Shore Party would prepare
the landing sites for the helicopters and provide
supply logistics once the Marines were deposited on
Hill 884
September 19th found the Marines of the 1st
Shore Party Battalion tutoring an assault squad
from Recon Company on the technique for climbing down a knotted rope suspended from the starboard side of a helicopter while it hovered above
ground.
A preliminary helicopter reconnaissance of Hill
884 revealed that only two possible landing sites
were available. The two locations were about 100
yards apart, 300 feet below the topographical crest
of the hill on its reverse slope. Each site measured
under 10 square yards. The sites would need to be
cleared of rocks and vegetation to allow helicopters
to land. Both of the selected landing sites were
bounded by sheer cliffs on two sides.
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(Continued on next page)
Editor’s Note: The background photograph on
page 1 shows a display in the main gallery of
the National Museum of the Marine Corps which
commemorates Operation Summit.

(Continued from previous page)

Major Kirby-Smith scheduled a rehearsal on 20 September to establish the sequence in which the Recon troops and
their supporting elements would be loaded and transported.
The Recon troops and their attached elements boarded
trucks at the Recon Company CP at 0800 on the morning of
D Day. They found the Auxiliary Airfield X-83 shrouded in
fog when they arrived. After a short delay the first helicopters carrying the Recon Company assault squads and the
Shore Party Marines lifted off.
The helicopters first followed the Soyang-gang River flying low in the valleys in a defiladed route to avoid the possibility of encountering small arms or artillery fire which had
plagued the ROK Troops on Hill 884.
Upon arrival at the first landing site the first helicopter hovered and the Recon assault squad climbed to the ground via a
swaying 30 foot long knotted rope .
(Continued on next page)

Scans of the actual Company copies carried in the field in Korea —
rescued from the fire when the office at 15-B9 was cleaned before
Company‘s move to Camp Horno on 31 April 1957
HU
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(Continued from previous page)

Once on the ground the assault squad established a perimeter of defense and the Shore Party detail climbed down with
axes, shovels, saws and explosives. The first site was cleared
in less than an hour and was immediately pressed into use to
land troops. The second site was ready half an hour later.
The Shore Party experienced difficulty communicating the
X-83 using their AN/GRC9 radio so a hovering helicopter
provided communications relay and air traffic control for the
shuttling helicopters.
As soon as all troops were landed, the Shore Party began
delivering equipment and supplies in 1000 pound loads suspended in cargo nets beneath the helicopters. In all they delivered almost nine tons of water, supplies and ammunition.
The entire operation took less than four hours using 12
Sikorsky HRS-1 helicopters of HMR-161. The total flight
time was 31.2 hours in 72 flights.
The final task performed during the operation was the laying of two telephone lines between Recon on Hill 884 and the
Command Post of the 1st Marine Regiment located eight miles
to the rear. Each line was laid by the helicopters in less than
fifteen minutes. This task would have taken days if performed
by wire teams on foot.
After the roar of the helicopters died away the Company
turned to the relief of the Korean troops on the Hill. They
were relieved sequentially and began the trek back to their
parent units on foot.

Operation Summit verified the newly developed doctrine for
“Airmobile Operations”…...although the Marine Corps preferred “Vertical Envelopment” to describe the concept. Whatever the term used, Recon Company participated in an historic
venture which changed the nature of ground warfare forever.
Lieutenant General Lemuel C. Shepherd, Jr., the commanding general of Fleet Marine Force Pacific sent his compliments to HMR-161 as did General Thomas and Major General
Clovis E. Byers, US Army, commanding X Corps who applauded the “organic and attached units of the 1st Marine Division that participated in the first relief of units on the battle
position. Your imaginative experiment with this kind of
transport is certain to be of lasting value to the services”

Recon and their attached units stayed on the hill for two
days with little contact with the enemy other than sporadic
artillery fire and was relieved by “C” Co., 1st Battalion, 1st
Marines.

Photo by SSgt. H. Michael McMahon USMCR
HMR-161 Squadron Photographer

Photo by SSgt. H. Michael McMahon USMCR
HMR-161 Squadron Photographer
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In 1960 I was a senior Drill Instructor at the San
Diego Recruit Depot. The morning routine was for the
DI's to awake before reveille. No recruits were permitted to be out of their Quonset Huts at that time.
One particular morning I and Sgt Black, the junior
DI, were standing outside on the platoon street drinking coffee as daylight broke through. Sgt Black sighted something out of the corner of his eye (he the
recon Marine). I heard him bellow, “Come here turd!”
at this short, sulking figure in utilities buttoned at the
top (as required of recruits).
The figure rushed over to us and stood at rigid
attention. Only then did Black and I recognize the figure as Major General Victor Krulak, Commanding Officer of the Recruit Depot (later a Lieutenant General
and father of the future 31st Commandant). Apparently
the General’s wandering was his covert observation
of conditions to ensure his dictates were being followed. One of these policies was that recruits be addressed as “Private” and not by derogatory terms (a
policy generally ignored by DI's, tradition not so easily
dispensed with). Sgt Black and I immediately knew
we were in deep do-do. “How do you address recruits,
Sergeants” Without missing a beat, Sgt Black, now at
attention, answered, “Sir, ‘Turd’ is the acronym that
stands for Trainee Undergoing Rigid Discipline.”

a

A moment of silence … then the General cracked
smile and ordered, “Very well, carry on.”

R. Penland Photo - May 1957

He then strolled off to another area.
(Thanks to Sgt John Camara)

Photo by SSgt. H. Michael McMahon USMCR
HMR-161 Squadron Photographer

Photo by Pamela Tucker
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The two maps on this page were shamelessly pilfered from Volume IV of U. S.
Marine Operations in Korea. By Lynn Montross, Maj. Hubard D’ Kuokka,
USMC and Maj. Norman W. Hicks, USMC. Historical Branch, G-3,
Headquarters, U. S. Marine Corps. Washington, D. C. 1962

An aerial view of auxiliary airfield X-83 located near Chodo-ri, not
far from 1st marine Division Headquarters. Both helicopter
squadrons of the 1st Marine Division (VMO-6 and HR-161) shared
this forward airfield situated near the Punchbowl.
HMR-161 Historical Diary Photo Supplement, Nov-Dec 51
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-THANKS TO THE SCOTTISH SUN TIMES MONDAY 20 JUNE 2011-

David Hart, 23, took out life insurance before
he went to Afghanistan. And he wrote a letter saying a chunk of the £250,000 policy proceeds
should pay for his pals and their girlfriends to go
on a party trip in his memory if he died. Now 32
friends are jetting to the US - a year after David
died in the Helmand danger spot of Sangin.

He would always be there for you. I'm
proud to have been his sister and of his career as
a commando."
David had qualified as a combat medic. After
his death, Lt Col Paul James described him as
"the perfect Marine - magnificent in personality
and profession".
Chris, Sarah and David's pals will cycle 170
miles in September to raise cash for the Royal Marines Charitable Trust Fund. A JustGiving
webpage has been set up. To donate, visit
www.justgiving.com/David-Hart.

Pal Andy Hare, 25, said: "He loved going away
with his mates - it was always the best two weeks
of the year. They were lads' holidays and great
times." Construction manager Andy added: "In his
letter David said he had had a great life and had no
regrets about anything. He always said he would
do something like this if something bad happened.
"He said, 'Go and have a good time and spend
all this money'. All the lads said, 'What a guy'."
David, of 40 Commando, also left a large sum
to his family and £50,000 to his favourite charity
for injured Marines. The keen footballer lived with
parents Chris, 60, and Dilys, 54, in Poppleton,
near York, before joining up in 2009.
Chris said: "Since his death, all of his friends
have been round to see us. It's nice they have been
there to support us." David's sister Sarah, 27,
said: "He was the best brother I could have wished
for. He was caring, funny and had an infamous
grin.

Editor’s Note: Some of our readers will remember the magnificent
performance of the 41st Independent Commando under Colonel
Drysdale as they stood beside the 1st Marine Division in Korea.
The United States Marines have no closer kin than the British Royal
Marines. “A MARINE IS A FRIEND AND A BROTHER TO
EVERY OTHER MARINE”
HU
100,000 British Pounds = $160,000 as of July 6,
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In September of 1951 the USNS Marine Lynx (T-AP-194) sailed for Korea
with the 13th Marine Replacement Draft on board.
The following piece of Marine humor appeared in the ship’s newsletter.

This is what the Navy Seal team looked like when
they went in to get Bin Laden.
A few things to notice:
50 caliber sniper on the right.
Knee, knuckle and forearm protection.
Various plastic/wire ties.
Absolute identity denial to protect their families.
Free choice of footwear.
Fourth from the right has three artillery simulators
and CS gas grenades On his belly. He's the 'shock
and awe' guy.

"When you hit Camp Pendleton, you had two
chances. Either you would get caught in
the 13th Draft, or you wouldn't. If you didn't, there would have been nothing to worry
about. You did, but you still have two
chances. You either stay in Japan or go to
Korea. If you stay in
Japan, you have
nothing to worry about. If you go to Korea,
you still have two chances. You either get
in combat, or you don't. If you keep out of
combat, you have nothing to worry about.
If you don't, you still have two chances. You
either get shot, or you don't. If you get
missed, there's nothing to worry about. If
you're hit, you still have those two chances.
Either you recover, or you don't. If you get
well, you have nothing to worry about. If
you don't -- well, you still have two chances."
THIS PRAYER WOULD NOT BE ALLOWED BEFORE A FOOTBALL
GAME STATESIDE FOR FEAR OF OFFENDING A MUSLIM

Can you imagine the look on Bin Laden's face when
these guys came through the door?
OPERATION SUMMIT
A Short Bibliography
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Washington, D. C., 1962 (pp 204-208)
LtCol. Ronald J. Brown USMCR (Ret). Whirlybirds—U.S. Marine Helicopters in Korea. Marines in the Korean War Commemorative Series. USMC
Historical Center, Washington, D. C., 2003
Jack Lewis. Operation Summit: The Transport Helicopter Came Into Its
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McCoy

Do you remember the exhilarating feeling of absolute
power when the Quartermaster at MCRD placed that crusted
cosmoline coated veteran M-1 Garand Rifle in your hands?
It was good………….that feeling…………….you had already been told what it was for…….but now you really had
it.
It was yours and yours alone.
It was not
new………….you never saw a new one…….but it was guaranteed to be worthy of its purpose……..and then,
again……..it was really yours to be made whatever you
would make it in the months to follow.
It was heavy……..a lot heavier than you had imagined…..nine and one half pounds…...and you wondered how
the snappy dudes in the recruiting films managed to toss
them around as though they were matchsticks. You were
given a leather sling…..worn and cracked from use…….and
you were not really proud of the dented and pock-marked
walnut stock on your new possession…….but then,
again……...you had looked forward to it with an almost
childish anticipation …..and now you had it and it was yours.
You were cautioned that you would probably be shot if you
ever applied anything other than oil….bore cleaner, brush, or
linseed oil to it. Its well being was to be given your full attention morning, noon and night………..and then some! A
Marine without a functioning rifle is worthless to his comrades.
Would you later boast that yours was a Winchester and
not a common Springfield? But you soon learned the difference and strutted when you found the name on the receiver or
the WRA on any of the main components. When you
learned that the parts were interchangeable did you attempt to
trade up?
Getting the cosmoline off and out was a continuing battle
and the DI was a master at knowing the hidden places that
you would miss……………….not allowed to disassemble
the trigger housing group and therefore not able to get it all
out……..he carried cotton swabs and was brutally generous
with his swagger stick when he was able to get a stain.
The manual of arms…...with the rifle as a “baton” became a major occupation during the day for many weeks as
you sought to become an absolute master at its execution
while you danced through the “squads right” drill or the easier Landing Party Manual drills.
Close your eyes and recall the sound of the slap on leather slings as the rifle’s position was changed during drills.
The DI insisted that the word “gun” was not a part of the
Marine vocabulary and made you recite and act unspeakable
routines if you ever violated the maxim….it was a rifle.
Your rifle was, by virtue of DI edict, given a
name…….mostly feminine because you would be required to
sleep with it…….operating rod handle up…….for the least
violation of the rules of rifle etiquette. But you endured and
can proudly say that you carried one of the most revered
battle instruments in the history of warfare.

George

Cropper

Attebery

Caruso

Anderson

Blakeley

OGILVE ?
IN SNORING SACK
PEARSON

I own a certified Winchester veteran of the Pacific War and Korea and glory
when I shoot it at about $1.35 a pull……it is one of my most treasured links
to the proudest years of my life…… lock and load!
HU
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CUNNINGHAM

SNORING

WE’VE GOT A GENUINE BLEEPING CRISIS ON OUR HANDS HERE AT
RECON REFLECTIONS PUBLISHING INTERNATIONAL !!!

All our readers have developed Altzheimers and
can’t remember the best years of their lives or
have become mental lazy lardbutts from too
much of the good life. Send us something to
Print. Chesty will smile at you from ‘WhereEver He Is” if you do. If you’re gonna’ be
A hardass yardbird then give me 75 !

This remarkable letter was found in the official Reconnaissance Company Awards and Commendations File
when the Company stood down in April of 1957. HU

scoutr831@ameritech.net

This space intentionally left blank to illustrsate

Could this weird terrain anamoly possibly be the
site of TEST UNIT #1’s “USS HORNO” in
some early stage of its preparation?

BODFISH FOREVER

WE LOVE THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
WE ARE UNIQUE IN OUR INFORMALITY
WE RESPECT EACH OTHER
WE TAKE PRIDE IN TRADITION
WE SUPPORT OUR MILITARY PERSONNEL
WE HONOR AND REMEMBER OUR VETERANS

DISCLAIMER
Fine Print Follows
Any distinctions made regarding truthfulness or the lack thereof in this publication are made at the risk of the distinctor and are not
the responsibility of the distinctee who caused the distinction to be brought into question. Likewise, all photographs are to be
considered as images only. No reality is either claimed directly or implied indirectly, obtusely or on purpose. No model releases have
been asked for or obtained from anyone victimized digitally. All copyrighted material was copied right. This publication claims no
endorsement from any government agency, Pizza Hut, Mariott Hotels, Buca di Beppo, Jack Daniels Distillery, Café del Sol, the distillers
of American Military Brandy, Toys-R-Us, Victoria’s Secret, Nabisco Fish Crackers, Pepperidge Farms, the Pepsi-Cola Company,
Gaylord Opryland Hotel, Bubba O’Malley’s Wild Irish Inn or Boudro’s Texas Bistro.

I believe these poorly focused photographs were taken during the change of command
ceremonies where Major Leland G. Alexander passed command of the nascent 1st
Recon Battalion ( the Big-Big Reconnaissance Company) at Camp Horno to LtCol
William G. Chip on 12 July 1957. Notice the corner of our mess hall in the upper photo.
Things have changed a lot at Horno in the last 54 years !
HU
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